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In this study, free play with toys having unambiguous
functions was examined to test the hypothesid that a,basic cognitive
metamorphodis is associated with the new competences displayed in
childran'at about 12 months. Functional play was observed in 64
children et 9 1/2, 11 1/2, 13 1/2, and 15 1/2 months of age: six sets
of toys with 36 conservatively defined tunctional uses (ideas) wertt

coded in 10-second blocks over a 15-minute session. Results indicated
that functional play (e.g., stirring a spoon in a tea cup, bringing a
telaphbne to one's ear) 'emerges abruptly at 11 1/2 and dncreases
linearly through 13 1/2 and 15 1/2 mon:hs. Indiscriminate mouthiWg,
waving, banging, end fingering of objects is greatest at 9 1/2 months
and diminishes linearly. Thus, a stereotypic responsa repetoire gives
way to specific actions reflecting ideas appropriat: to specific
situations. Results strongly imply that a cognitiv metamorphosis
(the ability to generate specific ideas) underl es the aany changes
occurring in the 1-year-old infant. T4t.a. potential for infant:
cognitive assessment is discussed. (Author/MS)
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Fuhctional Play: Evidence for a Cognitive Metam

.

Many changes in infant behavior Are known to occur towards the en

of-the first year of Life. The onset of the infant's first.words (Bayley',

1969),-the statistically significant emergence of separation protest.

Zelazo, 1975), and conservation o?weight (Mounoud 'and Bowéri 974)

are but a few. Zelzo (1975) has recently suggested ,that many of 6 se
. ,

emergent 'abilities may.be.traceable to the appearance of a more soph StiOated

phosis in the Year Old Infant
.

cognitive capacity. Kagan (1971.71972) Suggested earlier that this c

change enable theyhild to activate hypotheses and first emerges a

about.nine months f age. Zelazo (1975) postulated that the operational-

ization of hypothesis activation represents an ability to aCtivate specific

ideas'aPpropriate to specific situations and is not statistically cemonstrahL

until twelve months of.age. 'Both sets of speculations are consist nt and:ven

primarily based upon responses to a series .of repeated s cial

and non-social visu1 and auditory events. Two findingi in parti

imply a possible co itive metamorPhosis. First, fixation to these

repeated sequential, perceptual-cognitive stimuli increases over 'the first'

year. Because the stimulildo not change, it appears that the'child may'

bring an increasing level of cognitive competence to the situatrion as h

gets older. Secondly, assimilation pf changes in these complex sequenial

event?, as inferred from a:,cluster,o1 Spqnses including cardiac decelera-

tiop, smiling, and vocalizing while attending, nót.emerge until 111/2 -

months of age. Thete reactions to carefully cont o led perceptual-cognitive

events appear to coryelate with the many behiavioral changes presumed to

occu;.around 12 months of age.

These considerations prompted us to examine the child's abilityi to.

'generate specific ideas toward,the end of the first and the begiinning of the

second year of life; and e.ed to the'examination.of that aspect (p1ay in

,which unambiguous ideas could be identified and their occurrence documented.



'METHDD

Subjectt and Design. 'SiXty-fourtinfants, eight'boys and'eight girls at
41P.

each of four ages: 91/2, 111/2, 131/2, and 151/2 months were observed during a

fifteen minute free Play situation. All children were capable of ihdepen-
.,

V

dent locomotion, either by crawling or walking. Sex of the child and'

age were the princiPal'variables in the design with three, f' e, minute trial.
0

trial blocks_as..a repeated measure. There were six sets of toys divided

into three categories - male, female, and.neutral --that were also examined

as a repeated measure, but will not be reported_pere.

Materials. The six Sets of.toys included twenty-eight individual items:

a tea.set with pot, cover, two cups, saucers, andspoons: telephone' small

unTheX doll with furniture' large baby'doll.with dress, socks, shoes, brush

and bottler plastic dumP truck, blocks.and garage' and' a basebalyet,

glove and hat. Thirty-six specific functidns representing conservatively

seleCted ideas appropriate to each set of toys were defined a priori.

For exampti/e, 'stirring a spoon in a tea cup, babbling into a telephone,

placing the truck (wheels down) along the floor, and brushing-the doll's

,hair were consiciered functional play.

Measures. Four mutually) exclusive classes of play were defined. The

odcurrence of each type of play was recorded for ten second intervals over

the entire fifteen minute session using a Check list. The,first cate5ory

4was undifferentiat ay in which an object was simply held and observed.

The seconla Play measure was stereotypical responding and included mouthing,

fingering,-waving, and/or banging.of a toy'. The third measure was relation-

al play defined as ttle'simultaneous association of two or more objects

';in a non-functional manner excluS'iy,e of stereotypic responding. The

fourth measure, and the one of greatest concern in this particular paper,

was functioffal play in which the child used toys according to their adult

4



defined purposes :Thus, functional, rdlationa1, and stetbotypioal play

, Were mutually exclus0e categories whose incidenceS, scored over ten

second blocks, served As the fundamental units, for statistical analyses.

The residual category, undifferentiated play, Was not analYzed statistical-

.

Procedures. Mother and child were brought *into a carPeited, twelv.e foot

by eighteen oot room adjacent to a twelve foot observation room. .The
,

Ifirst slide illustrates the display of toys -rom the

i
4 Insert Slide 1 here

I '...

I

-

.
1Toys were arranged in a prescribed order alon§ a semi-circle, five feet

mother's perspecti:Ve.

.in flont of the mother's chair. The session be'on 'with the Mother placing

the child on the floor within reach of the toys saying' "Look at all the

...toys! Go play with the toys". Mother was a ,-sed to remain seated, readt
.

a
t . interact..magazine and refrain from initiating, ion but to respond naturall

,

to her c ild if he initiated interaction. The child s play was recorded
. , . .

from th adj.acent observation rooM.

ItESULTS*-

The principal findings were.the highly sini,.ficarit age mairr effects
1

for the thr

1

e types of play stereotypical (p ---. 7.96, P <' .001), 4'

relational (F 3/56 = 4.7, P , .005), and functional (F3/56 = .15.43,
i

....

P < .001) responding. Not onty was the P rediction that functibnal play
J

would appear at 111/2.months confirmed; but each .1-1e Plindices: helps

to clarify the dramatic and remarkably cldar
)

Ohanges occurring .OVer the

six month period from 91/2 through 151/2 months of age. 'ai riminate

.,,m
. e '-a°mouthing, fingering, waving, and banging of Rbject inant it 91/2

1
. months is-Teplaced by relational pl h omisay as t ant mode at 131/2 months

. .
--4:°- d

.

which in turn is replaced by functional play as
the 4:3'rimary activity at

J



151/2 months.

The transition from indiscriminate.stereotypiCal to relational to
/

f--0
funCtional use is illustrated:in,the sedond slide in which the Measures

Insert Slide 2 here

are Converted to mean percentages of.the mean sum of play at each age.

The effects dtsplayeti in this slide are.faithful - almost identical-to

the highly significant'effects!obtained with the analyses of the ten %.

second units. It can be seen from the values at the bottom of the slide

that the average amount of play, consisting of the four types outlined

earlier, is relatively constant oVer age. "Updifferentiated pIay - the fourth

type - is omitted from the slide because it ia relatively uninformative.
4
\

It Can al,so be seen that stereotypical respenges declined sltarply

over the fov agN.from 51%at--.09041 Months to 25 at 111/2, 23-at 131/2; nd

,15% at 151/2 months (linear .trenQ, P 4 .01). The declinesbetween 91/2 and 111/2

months and 131/2'and 151/2 months were statistically different (Tukey est,
. I

both P's.< Mouthing, fingering,.waving, and banging were replaced by

more specific manipulations during this six month period.

4 An examin'at On of relational pLay sheds some light on the trans
,

from stereotypi 1 to functional manipulation. Unlike the other two

ition

&ftmeasur'es, relational play.was curvilinear oyer age - implying a transitory N\

function.- Eleven percentkcf play at 91/2 months was relational refl cting

an earlier onse-t than functional play. This disposition to put two objects

together An a non-functional manner increased to 21% at 111/2 months,
.

reaching a maximum of 32%"at 131/2 month. At 151/2 months, relational:play
1

declined6.to.20% of(the t'otalt ubs'eguent comparisons indicate that increase,s

from 91/2 to 10 to 131/2 months and the decrease from A31/2 to 151/2 months dre

statistically significarft JTukey Test, all'P's < .01). The remarkable
/ ./

6



consistency of thrs inverted U function ,can be seen in thp,next slide

Insert Slide 3 here
I

,

fllustrates the 'iime X Age InteraCtion whicil 'has a significant

1
4' ..,

.quadratic component (F 3/56 = 5.52, P. < .002).
--. -

_ . 1, .

.

The mean number of ten seconds Units plotted over three, fiwO minute
_,

I .

blocks for each.age indicates that' the quadratic effe \extends over the
.

,fifteen minute test sessitins. Relation4 play is low st-TI4ring th'e first

fiveeminutes at 91/2 months'and increases Aeadily ovet. sessions and ages,

beaking during the middle of the 111/2 month session. Beyond this...poZnt,

relational play declines sOeadily over five minute priods throulh

last five minu tes of'Oke 151/2 month testing., py 15 months,.the fe is more
e

functional than relational play.

The most Atant finding in the data depicted in the second siiae

is the onset'of..functignalitlay--the unambiguou,p display of .nead at 111/2
/

.months of.age. It can be, Seen that functional play increaseS linearly

gf
.over age from near zero pe alt1091/2 months to7 percent at 111/2 onths,

. ,.

o 25 percent a 131/2 months and peaking at,36 percent at 151/2 months.
,

----1linehr trend, < .01). Comparisons of the increasesat each

of thtages, i.e., 91/2 Vs., .111/2, 111/2 vs. 131/2,,and:131/2 15,1/2,, were

ill statistically significant (Tukey Test, all P's < .01).

1'
.L.

The number of ideas expressed in functional play also appears

abruptly at 111/2 months and increases lineafly.over age JP < .001).

AnalySis'of the number of objectively defined functional pypotheseS

.played at each Of the four successive ages confirmed.them k.ed-linear

increase Obtained for the 'ten second units (F 3/56 = 3761,.P 4 .001).

16 means were .38, 2..62, and10.38.

There was a linear eftlect 'for time blocks F-1/56 = 13.98, P < .41)

).



indivting a clear.decline in functional play over the fifteen minute

sessions. Apgarontly, childron were more likely to display their functional

'knowl4edge at the beginning of each session; they get in and do what they

know firstr It should be added that there 'were no s6x differences except

forAcategory and these will not be,discussed.

.
.,.. .These data strongly.reflect the change fromiindiscri) .

ilinate stereo-

typiCaliresponding-and emergent relational play at A montils to the 5irst.
.

statis'ticarly significant apPearance of functional play at 111/2 months,0
-( )announcing the onset of the capaCity,to generate speCific ideas for specific

(

situations s is by far theimost important redult in these data, A )

description of thelohenomenon may,help to make this occurrence more meaning-/ .

I. - ,... .

iul. .Th 91/2-month-L1 Infant typically picks up the telephone.and puts it
-,,,, ., . ,

.
. e,

hi mouth; at 111/2, 131? and 151/2 months, he is increasingly more likelN to
i

put the teleghope to his ear and babble. Or, if playing with the tea. set,
- .

the 91/2-month-old infant will bang itI:e toy .spoon against the side of the tea

cup or tea pot, whereas the older dhild will'be more4.ikel.Y tostir imaginary

tea, drink from the cup and correctly put the lid on the pot.- The 91/2-month-.

.ld-appears to.lack the cognitive capacity to generate the specif.i.o c uses

associated with each of the to s,.but it appears that only two months later

he is much mcrre likely to dis lay that capacity. It is .alsostear that the

development, from indiscriminate tei-eotypical responding .ko the dispkay Of
.

.

.

. specific fidnctiinfal uses is bridged by rerational play which appears,to
tl
transitional*phenomenon.

.

$

DISCUSSION

To summarize, these data strngly sUpport the argument that between

91/2 and 111/2 months a cognitive metamorphosis occUre that permits the child

tol4endkatetpecific ideas appropriate for specific situations. The motoric

dexterlty and locom ion necessary for accomplishing the stereotypic and
.
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relational aces dis,played at 91/2 months are sufficient for the execution of

functional pl.* at 1111 months., The neuromotor coordination necessary Cc-Tr

iAreotypic respOnding and for relational play is compark to that involved

.in funcilciniii play:and-implies that the critical change over this two month
e,

.

period ig-:cognitive in origin.
.

The postulation of an underlying cognitive metamorphosis gains its
)

\,
greatest .support from the,face Aralidity inherent in- functiolial play. It is

)

difficulht to dispute the suggestion that stirring imaginary tea or.brushing

a doli'IS:hair.reEledts a specific idea appropriate to T specific situation.

The Child does not'brush the truck, or put the bat to his ear and babblb.

Moreover, these results offer a powerful explanatory basis for a number pf
.111.

important developments that include the onset of separation distress, the

child's first spoken,words,,, and the specificity inherent in'theconservation

,of weight each of whia occurs at about twelve, months of age. ...For example,

in producing the first spoken word, the child displays the ability to generate

a\uniglf_vocal utterance' (e.g , ball) that corresponds to a specific object

in his worlA.,

Finally, the specification of a cognitiNie Metamorphosis during thelnar-

rowly defined period indicated by these results bears clinical implicati .

iThe child's.display af.functional uses is relatively easy to elicit and

can serve as positiye evidence that he has surpassed t7e Cognitive transition

ocpurring ar44yd twelve months of. age.. Functiqyal play has particular

utility when a child is either not speaking, not ambulatory., Or uncoopera-,

tive. If the capacity,t.d generate specific ideas for specific situations3
4 4 '

underlies many of the year-old-infants' performances, then there are.Allany

a s to assess this*basic ca . 'Free play represents one approach that
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mikes nil n i ma 1 thswandn on t hts ch i lot and t here lore , i ncre.ri(.ii t ht. pi ()hal) i I i t y

. ,

of, suceen:; . A:; a c 1 i n i cal Illtlits u ro , funet i onal. p I al/. may n( 0 yin I y in(111.,11'..

Whethe r. 1.d en t e red new Cognft ivy dorna , hut may a 1 :;(-) t() t" ler a

glimpse of the ext (1,nt: and richnesti of his codn kt i ve wor Id

.1
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A,int of Piqures

1. DisRlay of functi9nal toys. (omi.ft'ed)

.2., ""Percentaq0s pf stereotypical, relational, and furIctional

play at" each of four ages.

Time X'Age Interaction reflectinn a quadratic effect for

..

Oh,

relat)onal play.
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AGE ( mos ) 9 1/2 1112 13 1/2 1514

Mi AN PLAY (75.5) ( 78.5) ( 82.19) ( 7r88 )
t RY-Sec.,Units )

1 3




